Scrat

Migrate in **hours** instead of **months**

Convert existing Quality Center (QC) items to **Microsoft TFS™ 2010/2011**

- Migrate FULL HP Quality Center projects to **TFS™** in days
- Migration of all QC elements (Requirements, Bugs, Test Cases, Attachments and Links between items) to **TFS™** and their interrelationships links
- The most time efficient and cost effective migration process on the market today, saves 90% of migration time
- Fully customizable (you decide what and how to migrate each item) or fully mirrored migration (migrate everything ‘as-is’)
- Reporting system with export to MS-Excel
- Support for multilingual data
- Based on proven migration expertise, by SELA - Microsoft Gold Certified Partner

If you are looking at adopting TFS and need to look at moving some or all of your QC assets into TFS, Scrat is definitely worth a look.
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